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OLSR and MPR: Mutual Dependences and Performances

Jérôme Härri, Christian Bonnet and Fethi Filali

Abstract

Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) is one promising routing
protocol for mobile ad hoc networks. It recently reached the RFC step and
is still under improvement before becoming a standard. Since its first de-
sign, OLSR has been associated with the Multipoint Relay (MPR) protocol
to reduce the flooding of OLSR topological messages. Many papers has been
written on possible promising solutions to improve OLSR by replacing MPR
by another topology control protocol, modifying MPR heuristic, or adapting
OLSR to fast mobility and include security. But few papers have dealt with
the interactions between MPR and OLSR and what makes them so particu-
lar. In this paper, we analyze OLSR requirements and MPR properties and
show that OLSR optimality is bound to the deep cooperation and interaction
between MPR and OLSR. We specifically exhibit the intrinsic properties of
MPR absolutely necessary to OLSR, and that cannot be found in any other
topology control protocol at this time. Conversely, we illustrate how OLSR
is able to correct MPR’s drawbacks to reach its objective. We also show that
OLSR suffers from convergence problems that are commonly dealt with ad-
equate configuration parameters as suggested in the RFC3626. Finally, we
suggest that any attempt to alter any of the two protocols, or their respective
configuration parameters, will lead to suboptimal results.

Index Terms
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1 Introduction

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) is an emergent concept in view for
infrastructure-less communication. Actual technologies are based on a backbone
of access points, which mobile devices can connect to.Yet, a growing demand on
increased bandwidth and improved communication quality made engineers choose
to decrease the transmission range of mobile remote devices, since higher radio link
capacity implies shorter radio ranges in ground communication. Consequently, the
backbone needed to be re-designed with an increased number of access-points,
which starts to penalize this concept in term of deployment capabilities.

MANETs, on the other hand, do not require such infrastructures and hence
promise to be more easily deployable than infrastructure-based networks. Since
communications do not rely on any coordinator, collisions and packet losses in-
crease as the density of the network. Exchange of messages should be therefore
limited to the strict necessity. Moreover, as the transmission range decreases and
the number of hosts increases, routing protocols need to be robust in order to insure
a fully connected network.

Initially, routing protocols has been adapted from wired networks. However,
in these networks, flooding (distributing information to each and every node in
the network in an uncontrolled way) was a key part of information dissemination.
When the network is dense, the overhead due to this kind of information dissemina-
tion may become prohibitive. Despite its simplicity, flooding is very inefficient and
can result in high redundancy, contention and collision. This is the main motiva-
tion for many research teams that have proposed more efficient flooding techniques
whose goal is to minimize the number of retransmissions while attempting to en-
sure that a broadcast packet is delivered to each node in the network. Difference
approaches of flooding techniques and broadcasting control protocols exist and
are listed in [1]. To our knowledge, Reactive Routing Protocols, or On-Demand,
only use limited broadcasting control features. However, Proactive, or table-driven,
routing protocols rely deeply on flooding reduction to limit their control overhead
and reach scalability. Therefore, Proactive protocols and Flooding reduction algo-
rithms need to collaborate, each one doing its particular task, with the objective to
create optimal routes at a low control overhead.

Multipoint relays (MPR) [2] provide a localized and optimized way of flooding
reduction in a mobile ad hoc network. Using 2-hop neighborhood information,
each node determines a small set of forward neighbors to relay messages. By doing
so, MPR avoids multiple retransmissions and limits the number of nodes relaying
traffic to only a few. Basically, MPR is part of a proactive routing protocol called
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) [3]. MPR’s role is to reduce flooding of
Topological Control (TC) messages needed by OLSR to create optimal routes in
the network. Depicted like this, one might think that both protocols are completely
separated and could even be independently tested, improved, or even changed. This
is the case for many protocols. However, OLSR has a much different relationship
with MPR.
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In this paper, we will explain that, since OLSR and MPR have been commonly
developed, they deeply interact among each other. We will show that MPR has
been specifically designed for OLSR and OLSR for MPR, and that replacing any
one of them leads to performance reduction. In other words, for OLSR and MPR,
complementarity leads to optimality. We will also point out some convergence
issue of OLSR and MPR, and argue that they are compensated by proper configu-
ration parameters which alteration will lead to decrease in performances. Finally,
we will exhibit a possible solution, to the best of our knowledge not yet proposed,
to improve MPR’s convergence by reducing its ties to critical message exchanges
during the process of MPR election.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists OLSR require-
ments and particularities, while Section 3 describes MPR properties and the heuris-
tics proposed for MPR nodes election. In Section 4, we show that several attempts
to improve OLSR using meshed-based Connected Dominating Set (CDS) flooding
does not improve OLSR’s performance, and in Section 5, we give similar consider-
ations for tree-based CDSs. Section 6 exhibits some convergence issues in OLSR
and MPR, while Section 7 draws some concluding remarks and proposes a novel
approach to improve OLSR.

2 OLSR

In order to compute and maintain routes from and to any nodes in a mobile
ad hoc network, OLSR performs for each node a loop discovery on every path to
any nodes in the network. Therefore, at convergence, each node keeps a routing
table that indicates the next hop node to reach any destination node. This path is
unique1 and is loop-free. So as to perform this task, every node periodically broad-
casts topological messages containing a list of Multipoint Relay Selector, or a list
of neighbors that chose it as MPR. Since these TC messages are broadcast to the
entire network, a serious flooding control mechanism needs to be implemented.
Consequently, only a subset of nodes is used to reduce the broadcast storm prob-
lem. This technique is usually called topology management and finds its origin to
the graph theory. Based on a fully connected graph, one need to find a subset of
nodes, called Dominator, that forwards packets while others simply listen. The set
of all dominators is referred as a Dominating Set (DS). Several algorithms in graph
theory are aimed to reduce the DS to reach a Minimum Dominating Set (MDS).
Unfortunately, such problem is NP-hard [4, 5]. Taking MPR into consideration,
every multipoint relays may be considered as a Dominator and the set of all MPRs
represents a DS. Yet, this DS is far from being optimal, and it is usually OLSR’s
role to reduce this set to a subset of relays and tries to create a Minimal Connected
Dominating Set (MCDS), where any node is either a dominator or is adjacent to a
dominator. Similarly, this is a well-known NP-Complete task, even if the complete
topology is available.

1we do not consider alternate route for robustness
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After these considerations, let us study the OLSR’s requirements. In order to
reduce the broadcast storm due to the TC messages, OLSR needs a DS, not specif-
ically minimum. This is a very important point that we want to emphasize here.
The most important property OLSR needs from a topology management proto-
col for broadcast reduction is its low fraction of nodes implied in a DS flooding. In
other words, no matter how big is the DS, only the number of dominator effectively
requested for flooding is of a particular significance. Secondly, since OLSR will
try to reduce the DS, it is necessary that any removed dominator does not trigger a
complete topology management update, as it could be the case in a tree-like topol-
ogy. Finally, as mentioned above, creating a MCDS is NP-complete. Therefore,
reducing the number of dominator while keeping a full connectivity might reveal
to be an impossible task. Thus, another approach would require a suboptimal CDS
in which dominators do not blindly relay packets but perform a selective relaying.
Thanks to this trick, a sub-optimal CDS would tend to act as an optimal one.

3 MPR

In the previous section, we illustrated the OLSR’s requirements to be fully
functional. Let us now analyze the MPR protocols and its particular properties.
Initially, MPR used the following greedy algorithm.
Let us consider MPR at node i

• Begin with an empty MPR set

• First Step: Select those one-hop neighbor nodes of i that are the only neigh-
bor of some two hop neighbors of i, and add them to the MPR set.

• Second Step: Add in the MPR set the neighbor node of i that covers the
largest number of two-hop neighbors of i that are not yet covered by the
current MPR set. Repeat this step until all two-hop neighbors are covered.

Authors in [10] found that 75% of all MPRs were elected during the first step.
Although being optimal, this step makes the total number of iteration of O(m2).
Therefore, in was interested to try to find another heuristic that could work in O(m)
steps.
This approach was called min-id.

• Begin with an empty MPR set

• Check the neighbor nodes in the increasing order of their identifiers, If the
current node covers a two-hop neighbor that was not yet covered by the
current MPR set, then add it the MPR set.

Although the min-id algorithm works in O(m) steps, it is far from optimal.
Indeed, authors in [6] showed that the average number of MPR per nodes in the
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min-id algorithm was far larger than the one obtain by the original heuristic, since it
eliminate non optimal nodes that would be inserted in the min-id algorithm. Thus,
the MPR selector set per node is bigger and any node will have more chance to
have to relay a node. This is exactly what we want to avoid when trying to improve
OLSR. So, the original heuristic is more optimal and more specifically, one should
not neglect the first step of this algorithm.

4 Mesh-based Connected Dominating Set for OLSR

In order to improve OLSR, we are still looking for improvement for the topol-
ogy management part. We showed in the previous section that, as far as MPR was
concerned, the original heuristic was optimal. Then, if we want to improve perfor-
mances, we might think of changing the MPR protocol for a better one. MPR has
been designed for flooding reduction, and as we will see later, is very good at this
particular task, but does not optimize the number of MPR nodes. Yet, when de-
signing a topology management protocol,we also want to obtain a minimal number
of relays. Moreover, MPR requires the last hop node ID in order to decide whether
or not a packet should be retransmitted, which could be problematic when unique
IDs are not available. Therefore we could think of CDS flooding instead of MPR
flooding. Consequently, we should try to use graph theory to design a protocol
capable of creating a MCDS. However, as mentioned before, obtaining a MCDS is
NP-Complete.

A sub-optimal solution to the MCDS, called MininalCDS, has the same proper-
ties that the MCDS, yet with a larger set of dominators and links. There are a large
number of teams that proposed heuristics that solve this task: Das et al. [11, 12, 13],
Wu at al. [15, 19], Stojmenovic et al. [14], to name only a few. In order to keep the
MPR assets while improving its drawbacks, Jacquet et al. [6] tried to use MPR as a
starting point in order to obtain a MinialCDS. Basically, as they explained in their
paper, the first MinimalCDS they could imagine was the set of all MPR nodes. Un-
fortunately, their results on this particular CDS showed that it contained too many
nodes, and was therefore suboptimal. They then proposed MPR relay reduction
consisting of rules and that needs the availability of a total order of nodes.
After completion of the MPR algorithm, a node decides that it is in the CDS if

• the node has a smaller ID than all its neighbors, or

• it is MPR of its neighbor with the smallest ID.

The authors then compared their protocol with MPR flooding and the results
they obtained were somehow surprising. As expected, the number of dominators
was much smaller with the CDS than with MPR. But the most astonishing result
came from the average fraction of nodes implied in an MPR flooding compared
to the average fraction of nodes belonging to the CDS. It is almost identical. This
shows that a CDS is of no use to improve flooding. MPR is optimal. But, how
could it be since the number of relays are so much larger that for the CDS ?
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The reason is in fact quite simple and once again shows the particularity of
MPR. Flooding in CDS and MPRs are done in two difference ways:

CDS forwarding rule: A node retransmits a packet only once after having
received the packet and if it belongs to the CDS.

MPR forwarding rule: A node retransmits a packet only once after having
received the packet the first time from a MPR selector.

Consequently, MPR relays packet only from a subset of its neighbors, while
the CDS rule makes nodes relay packets from all of their neighbors. This is what
makes flooding so optimal in MPR. An interesting conclusion may be obtain here:

The number of dominators (or relays) is not the most important property
of topology management protocols for solving the broadcast storm problem.
How nodes decide upon retransmission is far more important.

To conclude this section, as mentioned in Section 2, a key property for OLSR
for being optimal is to have a good flooding reduction protocol and at a low over-
head. Since MPR overhead is small (O(n)) and is optimal in term of flooding reduc-
tion, a CDS would be of no use in order to improve OLSR, as it comes at the cost
of increased overheads (the CDSs proposed in [6] or in [20] are both of O(m2),
where m is the average nodal degree) with no improvement in term of flooding
reduction. This is more or lest the same kind of conclusions jacquet [20] came to
when he tried to implement another CDS protocol called NCDS to compare CDS
performances in OLSR.

Another conclusion that Jacquet wrote in [20] is that OLSR’s advertised link
state information needs to be kept to a minimal level. OLSR does not only build its
optimal routes based on advertised relaying nodes, but on advertised candidates for
relaying. In other words, OLSR does not need to have a list of MPR nodes, but a
list of MPR Selector node, or nodes that request other particular nodes to relay their
traffic. Therefore, since CDS-based topology management is not configured to this
task, such approach will not be appropriate for OLSR. The only way to keep route
optimality, and avoid cycles, is to advertise MPR selector links and not dominators.
This remark is the final conviction that a CDS algorithm replacing MPR, or on top
of MPR, would not be useful, even worse, it could lead to performance reductions
for OLSR.

5 Tree-based Connected Dominating Set for OLSR

In this section we draw some remarks on the ineffectiveness of tree-based
CDSs’ implementations such as MST [7], LMST [8], MST-LMST [9] to improve
OLSR. Besides, our remarks may also be relevant to optimal mesh-based CDS.

As mentioned in Section 2, another key requirement for OLSR is to be able
to remove unnecessary dominators without triggering a topological reorganization.
This is particularly the case in tree-based networks since removing an internal node
triggers a breach in connectivity and splits the tree in two sub-trees that will have
to somehow reconnect themselves. This reorganization comes naturally at a cost
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and this should particularly be avoided since OLSR removes a large amount of
dominators. Therefore, in order for OLSR to work well, any topology management
protocol, or flooding reduction algorithm, has to contain redundancy. Since tree-
based CDS are optimized to only contain the limited number of dominators for full
connectivity, such approach is clearly inappropriate for OLSR. MPR, in other hand,
contains too many relays that have always been seen as a drawback for topology
management, and that have been a topic for intensive research for optimization.
The point here is, if OLSR works so well, it is that it counts on MPR redundancy
to be able to optimize its routes. Therefore, tree-based CDSs (and optimal mesh-
based CDS in a certain sense) are more of a drawback than an asset to OLSR.

Nevertheless, tree-based CDSs are optimal for flooding since they contain a
similar property as MPR: selective relaying. Internal nodes relay traffic based on a
particular direction. If it comes from leaves nodes, it will relay to neighbors in the
direction of the root node and vice and versa. Unfortunately, this particular feature
is not sufficient to compensate its drawback for OLSR dominator reduction. To
our opinion, a tree-based CDS would not be appropriate for OLSR for broadcast
reduction.

A final consideration here is gateway flooding. Baccelli and Jacquet [16] com-
pared MPR flooding with Gateway flooding. Note that Jacquet [6] already com-
pared MPR flooding with CDS flooding and concluded that CDS flooding and
MPR flooding were quite similar. Gateway flooding is a broadcast technique that
is extracted from the ad-hoc routing protocol DDR [17]. The protocol uses a for-
est of logical trees interconnected between them via a set of gateway nodes. They
showed through mathematical analysis and simulations that MPR flooding presents
a much better optimization than the Gateway flooding.

6 Convergence Issues in MPR

Until now, we discussed on the optimality of OLSR and that any attempt at im-
proving it would be unsuccessful. In this section, we discuss one particular issue in
OLSR that has long been occulted: its convergence. Authors in [10] claimed that
75% of MPRs were elected on the first MPR step and during the first logical itera-
tion. However, as we will see, this usually requires several physical steps for nodes
to obtain correct neighborhood information and accurately elect MPR. In between,
we find suboptimal MPRs, links and neighborhood inconsistency. A more alarm-
ing convergence issue, which may occurs when the election has been correctly
performed, is the Very Important Packets (VIPs) losses. They represent packets
containing logical status of links, in other words, nodes that has been elected as
MPR, or have lost their MPR status. VIPs losses due to synchronous transmis-
sions, buffer overflows or other channel considerations lead, as we will see later, to
network inconsistency. However, this issue has been resolved in the past by rely-
ing on several iterations and by setting an adapted periodical maintenance rate. In
other words, OLSR does not converge in a single iteration. OLSR may even not be
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fully operational for large and dense networks.
We consider convergence as the number of physical steps needed to make the

protocol end. Still, we must distinguish here logical and physical steps. In order
to elect a MPR node, it usually takes 2 logical steps, recursively performed until
all two hops neighbors are covered. The physical steps are MPR’s ability to notify
the elected MPR nodes of their election. Indeed, in a perfect environment, MPR
converges after successfully having notified all its MPR nodes of their respective
elections. OLSR converges when all TC messages containing the MPR Selectors
have been spread on the entire network. While it is hard to quantify the latter case,
simulations we performed for the implementation of a modified OLSR including
mobility predictions showed us that the former case is very critical. As a matter of
fact, in our implementation, we tried to limit the logical steps for MPR election; in
other words, we only allowed one single logical step. Nodes gather information on
their neighbors, perform the two steps of the original heuristic of MPR, and notify
their respective MPR nodes. In a perfect environment, all this should be far enough
to make the protocol converge. Yet, we noticed that packet losses and the order of
packet receptions were simply skewing the whole process up.

Let us first consider the order of packet decoding. In OLSR RFC3626 [18],
upon reception of a packet, a node first considers in that order, Asymmetric links,
Symmetric links, MPR links and Lost links. A typical example of such decoding
problem is as follows. Consider new two-hop neighbors with an asym status, while
the one-hop relaying node’s status is asym but could become sym, since its ID is in
its neighbor’s asym link. However, this message will be ignored depending on the
decoding order within the asym status. Indeed, while considering the asym link of
its new two hop neighbors, the status of the relaying node is still, to the node’s point
of view, an asym link thus not qualified to receive two hop neighbors. But if it con-
siders first its one hop neighbor’s status, it updates it to sym and then adds freely
the two hops neighbors to the list. We can find several other message discarding
problems that are connected to the message decoding order, either within similar
or different statuses. Yet, this is more an implementation issue than a MPR mis-
conception. Yet, several implementations of OLSR ignore this problem and rely
on multiple retransmissions to correct this issue. Consequently, several physical
iterations are needed for each node to elect the correct MPRs and reach optimality.

Figure 1, we depict these convergence issues. We simulated the OLSR protocol
using the Naval Research Laboratory OLSR implementation. As we want to show
convergence issues, we simulated OLSR on a static network without traffic. We
are convinced that nodes mobility and traffic will even worsen our results. Nev-
ertheless, in the final version of the paper, we will include traffic and mobility in
order to prove our conviction.

On Figure 1(a), we see that MPR needs on average 3 seconds to converge. In
other word, during this time interval, non-stable MPRs are elected. The conver-
gence time is here defined as the time before a node obtains symmetric links of all
of its neighbors. We also see on the same figure that this spread itself to MPR con-
vergence, or the time from which MPR computed optimal MPRs. No stable and
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optimal MPRs are obtained before 4 seconds on average. Therefore, OLSR cannot
expect to create stable routes during this time interval. As we previously men-
tioned iterations, we show in Figure 1(b) the average number of iterations before
MPR converges. We see that MPR needs on average 7 iterations before being able
to provide OLSR with accurate topological data. These observations are important
since they were obtained on a static network. If we consider mobility, every time
the topology is changed, OLSR looses between 3 to 4 seconds before being able to
reorganize its routes2. Moreover, these results also show that in highly mobile or
heavy loaded networks, OLSR never completely converge as one might expect.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the convergence issue in OLSR

Another, serious issue that cannot be improved by a particular implementation
is network inconsistency due to message losses. We should consider here two kinds
of message losses for MPR. In order of importance: messages containing links
physical status, and messages containing links logical status. While the former
naturally represents the channel status, the latter is what we call Very Important
Packets (VIPs).

Actually, the weakest link in OLSR comes from the strongest link of MPR.
As we mentioned in previous sections, what is making MPR so optimal for flood-
ing is its selective retransmission, also called MPR flooding. However, this is a
very critical issue since perfect flooding for MPR and efficient routes for OLSR
highly depends on this particular feature. If non accurate MPR selectors are ob-
tained and propagated due to VIP losses, consequences arise at each step of OLSR.
MPR nodes will not be coherent with the topology, MPR flooding stops being ef-
ficient and OLSR establishes suboptimal routes. In simulation we performed, we
encountered serious network inconsistencies due to those VIP losses. Yet, as men-
tioned before, by setting the proper maintenance rate, this convergence issue is

2We do not consider OLSR own link state convergence time which also increases this time
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simply reduced to a waste of resource but actually does never jeopardize OLSR
protocol. Still, the objective in research in wireless ad hoc networking is precisely
to improve resource management.

7 Conclusion and Clues for Improving OLSR

In this paper we presented OLSR requirements and MPR properties and showed
the particular interactions between both protocols that make them hard to sepa-
rate. Basically, they have been designed to work together and have been tuned for
strongest links of one to compensate the weakest links of the other. We specifi-
cally exhibited the intrinsic properties of MPR that makes it so efficient but also
depicted its major drawbacks. We finally mentioned that tuning of configuration
parameters was a key aspect of the optimality of OLSR. To summary, any change
of MPR heuristic, flooding control protocol, addition of a CDS protocol, or modi-
fications of the proposed configuration parameters in the OLSR RFC3626 leads to
performance decreases.

We also depicted in this paper the convergence issues OLSR experiences through
MPR. We could observe that MPR needs on average 3 seconds to obtain symmet-
ric links of all its neighbors, and cannot compute stable MPR before 4 seconds.
In number of iterations, this mean that MPR needs at least 7 iterations before be-
ing able to provide OLSR with MPR selectors. This is a key issue that makes even
more sense for mobile and heavy loaded networks, where the network is constantly
reorganization and where transmission reliability is decreased. In the final version
of this paper, we will provide similar results but including mobility and traffic.

In order to really improve OLSR, the basic property that should be investigated
is OLSR’s weakest link. OLSR is basically doing a great job in route optimiza-
tion. It only needs correct and accurate data, with an efficient flooding for its TC
messages. Therefore, investigations should be performed at the MPR level. As
stated before, we should not try to find another flooding control protocol, but keep
MPR and improve it. We should definitively try to remove MPR’s requirement to
notify its neighbors of their MPR elections.

Basically, nodes should be able to elect themselves as MPR. Wu et al. [19]
developed a typical technique that they called Extended Multipoint Relays (EMPR).
Nodes use 3-hops neighborhood in order to accurately decide on their MPR status.
This is a very promising protocol even if obtaining 3-hops knowledge is of O(9·n),
and is subject to packet losses and chain reaction of inconsistency. However, this
drawback is compensated by nodes’ ability to view the true connectivity needed to
obtain a reduced number of MPR.

Nevertheless, this is not the main feature we are interested in here. Nodes abil-
ity to self-elect as MPR is the feature we seek in order to improve MPR. Unfortu-
nately, as mentioned by Jacquet [20], the self-extraction capability of MPR status
is not of a significant help since it is similar to CDS flooding. Consequently, we
should extend Wu’s work to not only allow nodes to elect themselves as MPR, but
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also to know who needs them as a relay. This could be called Reverse Extended
Multipoint Relays. This has, to the best of our knowledge, never been investigated,
and we basically do not know if it is feasible. Still, we think that such protocol
would be a key improvement for OLSR, since it would less rely on mutual com-
munications. This would thus reduce network inconsistency, yet with still the same
flooding efficiency and route optimality, however at a much lower cost in term of
resources.
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